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Combining music and art seems very natural. A musical has costume design and set
design. Music and art complement each other. Music is found in every known culture, past
and present, varying widely between times and places. In art history there are many pictures of
musical instruments and musical scores. We can look at the flute in art history and see how it
was played in a variety of settings when we look at master art work. The flute is in the
woodwind group. Unlike woodwind instruments with reeds, a flute is a reedless wind instrument
that produces its sound from the flow of air across an opening. Flutes are categorized as edgeblown aerophones.
A musician who plays the flute can be referred to as a flute player, or a flutist. Aside from the
voice, flutes are the earliest known musical instruments. Flutes demonstrate that a developed
musical tradition existed from the earliest period of modern human presence in Europe.
Master artists have done pictures of musical instruments throughout the ages. If we just take one
instrument and show a variety of visual images about that one instrument, we can learn a little
about music history as well as art history. Some people believe ancient people used animal
bones that were hollow with precisely drilled holes as the first flutes. We can see flute
players in the ancient Greek pottery painting below.

From the twelfth century we see this picture below of flute players in China.

Abraham Bloemaert, creator of the painting above, “The Flute Player,” 1651, was a Dutch
painter. He was one of the "Haarlem Mannerists", but altered his style to fit new Baroque
trends. He mostly painted history subjects and some landscapes. His flute player painting above
shows the artist is a master of light. Do you see where the light is coming from in the picture?
How many values of the color brown do you see in the picture? Value is the different shades of

a color. It is a good idea to take a color of tempera or acrylic paint and add white and black to
the color and see if you can create nine different values.

Sophie Anderson did the picture above “Shepherd Piper” in 1881. She specialized in genre
painting of children and women, typically in rural settings. Notice the soft landscape in the
background. Notice the shape and size of the flute in the picture.

Edwart Collier, (1640–1708), did the still life above “Still Life with Books and Manuscripts and
a Skull.” A still life is a grouping of inanimate objects. Notice the artist’s use of shading in the
picture. How many objects can you count? Do you think the person who owned the objects was
a scholar? How many values of the color green do you see? What color is the flute?
Jean-Baptiste-Camille Corot who painted until the late 1700’s did the picture below “Flute
Player at Lake Albano.” In this picture we see a beautiful landscape. The flute player has a red
hat on. The artist does that so you look at the flute player first. He is the center of interest. The
trees and land create a natural frame.

Probably the most famous flute player picture is the picture above by Manet, the father of
Impressionism. How many flutes do you see?

Can you draw a flute? A flute is generally a cylinder. You can draw a cylinder and elongate it
and turn it into a flute. Flutes are basically the shape of a cylinder.

Use the classic Greek proportions of the face and draw a person playing the flute. Listen to a
flute:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=67FvuA98GZY&list=PL970B4D78BF427FC1&index=2
"Of all the wind instruments, the flute can do the most things the most easily. A fine performer on
a flute can dash up a scale and down again so quickly that our ears cannot separate the notes. A

flutist can skip and jump from note to note so lightly that the music reminds us of the quickness
of a rabbit or of a gazelle. He can swoop and turn and trill the notes until we think that we are
hearing a bird. Musicians say that a flute can do anything!"
--Jean Craig, in The Woodwinds
Go to visualmanna.com or vmmclasses.com and find out more about our latest book Teaching
Music through Art. If you are interested in art internships email visualmanna@gmail.com.

